Im Not Going to Chase the Cat Today!

The dog who chased the cat who chased the mouse who chased the lady...who invites you into the story to see just who is chasing whom today.

My Personal Review:
After reading and thoroughly enjoying the high-spirited book, Im Not Going to Chase the Cat Today, I began using it as part of my book list to teach English as a second language to 4 to 7 year-old children with whom I work. The book, along with its delightful and humorous illustrations, is a wonderful tool for introducing children to the joys and energy of the American language. The book has many common expressions in it, which are repeated so they can be learned not to mention reinforced by the colorful pages filled with animal and human antics. Word and phrase repetition helps children become comfortable with language - strong illustrations give language life and clarity. My young pupils clearly enjoy the book each time I use it, and ask for it over and over. It provides a story whose actions and attitudes they can understand, with a meaningful and gratifying ending. Im sure other teachers and parents will find the strengths and delights of this book to their liking, and certainly in line with their childrens tastes and emotions.
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